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Introduction

Thank you for volunteering, Coach!
“The Coach is first of all a teacher.” – John Wooden

Your dedication as a coach and mentor to our young athletes is to be commended.
Noblesville United Soccer Club thanks you for your time, leadership, and service to
our community. Without volunteers like you NUSC wouldn’t be possible.
As a board, and fellow parents, we hope to provide you with everything you need to
ensure your experience as a coach is great one.
Sincerely,
NUSC Board of Directors and Staff
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NUSC Mission Statement and Core Values
Our Mission…
Noblesville United Soccer Club is a non-profit organization dedicated to the positive development of our
area’s youth through their participation in a safe, healthy, and affordable soccer program that is fun and
rewarding for all.
NUSC’s objectives are to teach individual and team soccer skills to players, provide practice and game
experiences to improve players, and foster a love of soccer in players and families that can last a lifetime.
NUSC will provide players with the opportunity to participate in a soccer experience where they can
improve both technically and tactically. Most importantly, they will develop positive self-esteem and build
character by learning the value of Community, Respect, Leadership, Service, and Integrity. NUSC aims
to be the first place every soccer player in Noblesville play in their soccer career and provides a lifelong
opportunity to play soccer for the community.

At NUSC we believe in and promote…
Community – We value our community and members within our club. We share common goals to create
a unified club that contributes to, receives support from, and represents our community.
Respect – We see and appreciate the value in ourselves and others. It means showing encouragement to
your teammates and applauding their effort even when things are not going well. To be truly successful in
soccer – and in life – you must treat all the people around you with courtesy, respect, and empathy.
Leadership – Guiding, motivating, or inspiring of others to improve the performance or the achievement
of a common goal. Leadership is being consistent, leading by example, performing under pressure and by
doing the right things, the right way every day. These values are hallmarks of great leaders, team
captains, and individuals.
Service - Looking for a need and filling it to make a positive change on your team, in your club, family or
in the community. Leaders know a team, club or group is more important than themselves and they set a
good example and lead by doing needed service to the group or team.
Integrity – To be held in the highest regards at NUSC. Being courageous enough to accept reality and do
the right thing whatever the outcome may be. Being a person of integrity is one of the hardest things to
accomplish, but it is also one of the most valuable traits we can obtain in life.
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Considerations When Choosing a Lineup
While each of us have our own soccer philosophy and preference of playing style, there are several factors
to take into consideration when choosing how your team will line up.
For instance, there’s no point persisting with a certain formation if you just don't have the right players
for it.
Likewise, if your team is dominant in the league, it’s well worth changing things up from time to time as
this will aid with their development.
This could be by giving more minutes to more players or challenging them by playing them in different
positions and formations. At this early stage of their development, the important thing is to get them
learning, progressing, and enjoying soccer.
As such, here are some factors to take into consideration when choosing the perfect 7v7 formation.

1. Personnel
Play to your players strengths. This could mean selecting a more offensive minded formation if you have
attack minded players or a defensive formation if you are short on forwards.

2. Balance
Having said that, you still want the formation to be balanced and have no obvious weaknesses or gaps for
the opposition to exploit. This means having enough players in both attack and defense as well as on each
flank.

3. Your Opponent
If the opposing team is known for their attacking prowess, it may be worth selecting a more compact and
defensive formation to help deal with their forwards.

4. Opportunities and Minutes for All
While teams will often have a few standout players, youth soccer is all about helping players progress and
improve. This means giving weaker players just as many minutes on the pitch.

5. Practice Formations
In training sessions, it’s well worth trying out various formations to see what works for your players.
While this will also help improve their positioning and understanding of the game, it may help you to
stumble across a great formation you hadn't previously considered viable.
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Formations 11 v 11
1-4-4-2 Base Formation (Classic)

Pros:
 Easy for players to understand
 More confidence when defending
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Cons:





Easy to create pressure on opponents
A lot of space for playmakers
No Wingers to exploit the flanks
Danger of counterattack
Formation can be disrupted
Physically demanding formation for midfielders

1-4-4-2 Positional Roles/Responsibilities
#1 Goalkeeper
 Keep ball out of the net
 Organize backs and defense
 Help build up attack
 First line of attack (distribution)
#2, #3 Outside Backs
 Must have stamina and endurance
 No offensive wingers so have to take on this role when attacking
 Intercept passes, win tackles and air balls
#4/5 Center Back
 Solid cooperation and communication
 Remain in central areas and must organize
 May have to step into the central midfield areas to support
#6/10 Center Mid
 Very Mobile and good fitness
 Main role is to spoil attack of opposing team (play high pressure on opposing midfielder)
 Balance between offense and defense and support players at both sides
#8 & #11 Mids
 More freedom and most technical players
 Creative when passing, special awareness, dribbling and determined
 Runs must be dynamic
#7/9 Forwards (Striker)
 Should make runs into empty space
 Hold possession
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1-3-4-3 Base Formation (Offensive Oriented)

Pros:





High Press
Hard to defend
Can create overloads in central areas
Multiple attackers
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Cons:
 Fatiguing
 Requires Great Communication

1-3-4-3 Positional Roles/Responsibilities
#1 Goalkeeper
 Keep ball out of the net
 Organize backs and defense
 Help build up attack
 First line of attack (distribution)
#4, #2, #5 Center Backs
 Good speed and strength in defending 1v1 situations
 Retain possession of ball
 Push forward into the midfield if necessary
 Central center back good on the ball and to operate as a deep central mid
#3, #7 Wing Backs
 High level of energy and endurance to cover a lot of space
 Fast, mobile and tactical
 Join attack on offense and support the defense
#6, #8 Center Midfielders
 Contribute on offense and defense
 Tactically disciplined
 Control possession and connect well with teammates
 Protect the defense and defend center of the pitch
#9, #10, #11 Strikers
 Quick, dynamic and good at dribbling and playing in small spaces
 Find space and put pressure on defense
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1-4-3-3 Base Formation (Counter Attacking)

Pros:
 Allows for a variety of attacking options (compact yet potent)
 Strength through the middle
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Possession oriented
Lots of passing options and angles for players on the ball

Cons:
 Opposition can take advantage of wings
 Vulnerable to cross field passes
 Formation risks being too narrow at times

1-4-3-3 Positional Roles/Responsibilities
#1 Goalkeeper
 Keep ball out of the net
 Organize backs and defense
 Help build up attack
 First line of attack (distribution)…good range of passing
#2, #3 Outside Backs
 Provide immediate pressure on outside forwards
 Be able to play compact to support central defenders
 Scan to ensure all players marked
 Push up n attacking situations
#4, #5 Center Backs
 Constant communications (play as one)
 Stay compact centrally but cover outside defenders if beaten
 Be strong in air to clear balls
 Provide depth and support to midfielders
#6 Central/Holding Midfield
 Deny the attack in center part of field
 Become a second defender supporting outside backs
 Immediate support for drop passes
 Quick distro to forwards
#8 & #10 Attacking Midfielders
 Marking of opposition midfielders
 Assist central defenders
 Use combination play on offense; create space in center of field
 Take outside shots when available
#7/11 Strikers
 Apply immediate pressure on opposing defenders with ball
 Strong attacking runs in the box
 Support runs off of central forward
#9 Central Forward
 2nd defender pressure with other forwards
 Drop back to help defend restarts
 Look for through runs
 Strong in the box
26

COMMON PRACTICE PROBLEMS
#1 Having an odd number of players at practice
 If you have an assistant or a spare parent, have them work with a goalkeeper
 When doing pair activities, make a triangle instead
 In small group activities, add a shadow defender with no tackling allowed
 Scrimmage 5v4 and have team with less players loaded with stronger players
 Scrimmage 5v4 and have team with more players attacking small goal
 Scrimmage 5v4 and have team with less players with goalie, other team without
 Use assistant, parent, brother/sister to even teams out
 Play yourself
#2 Picking teams for scrimmages
 Use your knowledge and judgment to evenly match up individuals
 Random Teams
• Choose one player to give everyone a number. Turn away and pick random numbers for
teams
• Choose players by birthday month or day
#3 Increasing competition for more advance players
 In pairs, match up players according to ability
 If one exceptional player, match up against assistant or parent
 Reduce the space
 Limit number of touches
#4 In eliminating games players sit out for long periods of time
 In games like knockout players should do a skill activity that allows them back into the game.
Rather than a single winner, count number of times required to do the skill activity. Least number
wins. Skill activities could include dribbling to a distant cone and back, juggle the ball x times, do
x jumping jacks, etc.
#5 Defenders always win the ball without offense gaining experience
 Have defense play as a shadow
 Restrict movement of defense by playing as a crab on all 4’s
 Increase the playing area
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STRETCHING EXERCISES
1. Arms/Neck
 Roll arms around in a 'windmill type' action. First rotate right arm forward 10 times, then switch
to left arm. This can be done using both arms at the same time. Then, change to rotating arms
backwards using the same sequence.
 Move head up and down holding each position for 8-10 seconds. Move head from side to side
holding each position for 8-10 seconds.
2. Quadriceps
 These muscles are the big muscles that cover the front of your thigh. Use a goal post, a wall, or a
teammate to balance. Stand straight. Bend one leg and hold your ankle or the top of your foot. Pull
your bent leg until your heel is close to your bottom. Hold for 10 seconds. Switch legs. (Diagram 1)
3. Hamstrings
 These are the muscles at the back of your thigh. In a sitting position with your left leg straight,
place the sole of your right foot against the inside of your left thigh. Bend your trunk toward your
extended leg, keeping your knee straight and foot in a relaxed position. Hold for 10 seconds. Switch
legs. (Diagram 2)
4. Groin (Butterfly stretch)
 In a sitting position with your back straight, bend your knees and place the bottoms of your feet
together. Pull your feet towards your groin. Place your elbows on your knees and gently push the
knees toward the floor. Hold for 10 seconds and repeat. (Diagram 3)
5. Calves
 In a sitting position with legs straight, place right heel on top of left toes. Pull right toes towards
body with hands. Hold for 10 seconds. Switch legs.
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BASIC PRACTICE PLAN


Warm-up/Stretch…5-10 minutes
• This section will get the players moving (with or without the ball) to warm up their muscles
prior to stretching. This warm-up may be as simple as dribbling, juggling, passing or a
review of a skill from prior practices.
• Be sure to stretch every practice…the earlier in life the players get in the habit of
stretching, the better! See attached sheet on major stretches to be done.



Practice activities/games…25-30 minutes (Play)
• This section will involve games that will further develop the skill of the day.



Skill of the Day Instruction…15-20 minutes (Practice)
• This section will be where you teach the players the proper way to dribble, pass, shoot, etc.
It will also include a short drill to practice technique. Take this time to give one-on-one
instruction and correct any mistakes.



Water Break/Recap/Game Prep…5 minutes
• Use this time to give the players a rest, recap the practice and organize for the scrimmage.



Small/Full-Sided Scrimmages…25-30 minutes (Play)
• This is often the most fun part of practice, for players and coaches! Small-sided scrimmages
(teams of 2-4 each) are great because each player gets plenty of touches on the ball and less
aggressive players do not get lost in the shuffle of a game. Large scrimmages are a great
place to teach positions and to warn against bunching.

*Times are approximate and should be adjusted according to your team’s needs and practice
duration.
*The game will tell you what the team needs to learn. Observe and take notes during your
matches and you’ll have good ideas on topics for future training sessions. However, this
approach is only for the short term.
*If a training session isn’t going how you’d hoped it would break it up and focus on the small
things within that session you know your team really needs to focus on. If the session is going
terrible reset with the team, communicate what it is you’re trying to accomplish and or maybe
even pivot to a fun drill/game that is still goal oriented.
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